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Objective: Genetic epidemiologic and
clinical data suggest that comorbid panic
disorder may define a subtype of bipolar
disorder. Comorbid panic disorder might
thereby influence the strength of associa-
tion between bipolar disorder and genes
that have been implicated in bipolar disor-
der on the basis of their function in mono-
amine neurotransmission and previously
reported linkage results. Polymorphic
markers at catechol O-methyltransferase
(COMT), serotonin transporter (5-HTT), and
tryptophan hydroxylase (TPH) genes were
analyzed in a case-control association
study of bipolar disorder patients with or
without lifetime panic disorder.

Method: Unrelated subjects of Italian
descent meeting DSM-III-R criteria for life-
time bipolar disorder (N=111), with (N=
49) or without (N=62) comorbid lifetime
panic disorder, were compared to 127
healthy subjects. DNA was extracted from
blood leukocytes. The frequencies of
COMT Val158Met, 5-HTTLPR, and TPH

IVS7+218C>A polymorphisms were deter-
mined. Genotype and allele frequency
comparisons between affected (bipolar
disorder, bipolar disorder without panic
disorder, or bipolar disorder with panic
disorder) and unaffected individuals
were carried out with chi-square tests or
Fisher’s exact tests.

Results: Relative to the comparison sub-
jects, subjects with bipolar disorder with-
out panic disorder, but not those with co-
morbid bipolar  disorder and panic
disorder, showed significantly higher fre-
quencies of the COMT Met158 and the
short 5-HTTLPR alleles and genotypes.
The differences in the frequencies of the
TPH IVS7+218A alleles and genotypes ap-
proached statistical significance.

Conclusions: The findings support the
hypothesis that comorbid panic disorder
identifies a genetic subtype of bipolar dis-
order and suggest a role for COMT and 5-
HTT in vulnerability to these disorders.

(Am J Psychiatry 2002; 159:23–29)

Family, twin, and adoption studies show that bipolar
disorder is highly heritable (1). Nevertheless, efforts to
identify susceptibility genes for bipolar disorder have led
to largely inconclusive results (2). The lack of conclusive
findings may be attributable in part to the fact that bipolar
disorder is a common disease with complex inheritance
(3). An obstacle to identification of genes for bipolar disor-
der and other heritable psychiatric disorders is the lack of
resolution of the affected phenotype, leading to a lumping
together of etiologically heterogeneous disorders (4). Al-
though psychiatric disorders probably represent final
common pathways for different causal processes (4) and it
is unlikely that improved definition of the phenotype will
create a Mendelian disorder from a complex psychiatric
disorder, insufficient progress has been made in the re-
finement of the psychiatric phenotype for the purpose of
reducing genetic heterogeneity (5).

There is evidence from genetic epidemiologic data and
even some linkage data that bipolar disorder that is co-
morbid with panic disorder may define a genetic subtype

of bipolar disorder. In two family studies, De Paulo and co-
workers (6, 7) found that panic disorder had a significantly
higher prevalence in first-degree relatives with bipolar dis-
order in the family of probands with comorbid bipolar dis-
order and panic disorder, compared to relatives of bipolar
disorder probands without panic disorder. The same au-
thors reanalyzed their bipolar disorder linkage data in a
data set that showed linkage to chromosome 18q and that
was stratified for the presence or absence of familial co-
morbid panic disorder (8). They found stronger statistical
evidence for linkage to 18q in the families of probands
with comorbid bipolar disorder and panic disorder than in
those with bipolar disorder without panic disorder (8).
These findings are consistent with the hypothesis that
panic disorder is an index of genetic heterogeneity in bi-
polar disorder.

We hypothesized that comorbidity for panic disorder
may also influence the strength of associations between
bipolar disorder and three candidate genes implicated by
their role in monoamine neurotransmission. If comorbid
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panic disorder identifies an etiologically distinctive bipo-
lar disorder subgroup, we expected that one or more of
these genetic associations would be strengthened when
individuals with bipolar disorder were stratified by the
presence of panic disorder. The three candidate genes we
considered were catechol O-methyltransferase (COMT)
(9, 10) serotonin transporter (5-HTT) promoter (11–13),
and tryptophan hydroxylase (TPH) (14).

Genetic variation in COMT, which metabolizes dopa-
mine, norepinephrine, and epinephrine, could be impor-
tant in modulating the diverse functions in which these
monoamines are involved. The COMT Val158Met poly-
morphism is common, with a rare allele frequency of
about 0.4; subjects with the low-activity Met158 allele
have a three- to fourfold lower level of enzymatic activity
and a lower level of thermal stability than subjects without
this allele (15, 16). Significant association with bipolar dis-
order has been reported for the low-activity allele Met158
in the Han Chinese population (9) and in rapid cycling bi-
polar disorder patients (10). Furthermore, there is sub-
stantial evidence from linkage studies for a susceptibility
locus for bipolar disorder in the chromosome 22 q11–13
region, which includes the COMT gene (17, 18).

A functional 44-base-pair insertion/deletion polymor-
phism was detected in the promoter region of the seroto-
nin transporter (5-HTT) gene (19). The short allele (484
base pairs) of the 5-HTT gene-linked polymorphic region
(5-HTTLPR) is associated with a lower level of transcrip-
tional efficiency of the 5-HTT promoter in vitro (19), and
genotype-determined differences in the in vivo expres-

sion of 5-HTT have also been reported (20). Two indepen-
dent investigations (11, 12) and a meta-analysis (13)
showed weak evidence of genetic association between the
5-HTTLPR low-activity allele and bipolar disorder.

The TPH gene codes for the rate-limiting enzyme in the
synthesis of serotonin. Two relatively common bi-allelic
polymorphisms have been reported in the TPH intron 7:
TPH IVS7+779C>A (19) and TPH IVS7+218C>A (20). Al-
though no common functional polymorphisms of TPH are
yet known, these two polymorphisms are in strong linkage
disequilibrium (21, 22). Association between the TPH
IVS7+218C>A variant and bipolar disorder has been re-
ported by Bellivier and coworkers (14).

In this report we attempt to clarify the relationship of
these three monoaminergic candidate genes to bipolar
disorder by using comorbid panic disorder as a grouping
variable to better specify the bipolar disorder phenotype
and, potentially, to reduce heterogeneity in the etiology of
bipolar disorder.

Method

Subjects

Unrelated subjects with a lifetime diagnosis of bipolar disorder
(N=111) were recruited from inpatients consecutively admitted at
the Department of Psychiatry, Neurobiology, Pharmacology, and
Biotechnology of the University of Pisa, Italy. Bipolar disorder pa-
tients were stratified according to the presence (N=49) or absence
(N=62) of lifetime comorbid panic disorder. Subjects with no life-
time history of psychiatric disorders (N=127) were recruited
among local blood donors (N=81) and from the administrative
and hospital staff of the University of Pisa (N=46). All subjects in-

TABLE 1. Demographic and Clinical Characteristics of Comparison Subjects With No Lifetime History of Psychiatric Disor-
ders and Patients With a Lifetime Diagnosis of Bipolar Disorder With or Without Comorbid Panic Disorder

Patients With Bipolar Disorder

Characteristic

Comparison 
Subjects
(N=127)

All Patients 
(N=111)

Patients Without 
Comorbid Panic 
Disorder (N=62)

Patients With
Comorbid Panic 
Disorder (N=49) Analysisa

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD t (df=109) p

Age at interview (years) 31 7 34 11 34 12 34 10 0.22 0.83
Age at onset of bipolar disorder (years) 22 8 23 9 21 6 1.50 0.14
Age at onset of panic disorder (years) 22 8

N % N % N % N % χ2 (df=1) p

Female 74 58 73 66 37 60 36 73 1.74 0.19
Family history of mood disorders 70 63 40 65 30 61 0.03 0.87
Family history of anxiety disorders 19 17 5 8 14 29 6.73 0.009
Comorbid disorders

Panic disorder 49 44 0 0 49 100
Social phobia 13 12 5 8 8 16 0.24b

Obsessive-compulsive disorder 33 30 15 24 18 37 1.50 0.22
Simple phobia 6 5 2 3 4 8 0.40b

Substance-related disordersc 28 25 13 21 15 31 0.89 0.35
Anorexia nervosa 7 10d 2 5d 5 14d 0.26b

Bulimia nervosa 10 14d 3 8d 7 19d 0.19b

History of suicide attempt 39 35 19 31 20 41 0.84 0.36
History of psychotic symptoms 56 50 36 58 20 41 2.60 0.11
a Comparison of bipolar disorder patients with and without comorbid panic disorder.
b Fisher’s exact test.
c Includes abuse/dependence of alcohol, cannabis, opiates, cocaine, hallucinogens, and/or amphetamine.
d Percentage of female subjects. No male subjects had an eating disorder.
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cluded in the study were Caucasians of Italian descent. Exclusion
criteria were current and lifetime organic brain syndromes, men-
tal retardation, and major medical illnesses that could justify a di-
agnosis of a secondary mood or anxiety disorder. The patients
and comparison subjects were assessed for psychiatric diagnoses
according to DSM-III-R criteria by using the Structured Clinical
Interview for DSM-III-R—Patient Version (SCID-P) (23) and the
Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-III-R—Non-Patient Edi-
tion (24), respectively. The SCID-P interviews were performed by
the principal investigator (A.R.) and two research psychiatrists
(S.B. or C.G.). The interviews were reviewed for accuracy by the
program coordinator (L.D.). Interrater reliability was assessed in
24 interviews with eight patients. The kappa coefficients of agree-
ment between raters were 1.00 for bipolar disorder and 0.97 for
panic disorder. Information on family history of psychiatric disor-
ders was obtained from probands by using the Family Informant
Schedule and Criteria (25). Demographic and clinical data for the
patients and comparison subjects are reported in Table 1. After a
complete description of the study to the subjects, written in-
formed consent was obtained. The study was approved by the
Ethical Committee of the University of Pisa, the National Institute
on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism Intramural Research Program
Institutional Review Board, and the National Institutes of Health
Office of Protection from Research Risks.

Genotyping

DNA was extracted from blood leukocytes by using a commer-
cial DNA extraction kit (Gentra Systems, Minneapolis, Minn.).

Genotyping of the COMT Val158Met variant was carried out
with a polymerase chain reaction (PCR)-based restriction frag-
ment length polymorphism analysis by using the primers 5′-
CTCATCACCATCGAGATCAA-3′ and 5′-CCAGGTCTGAAACGGG-
TCA-3′. Conditions for DNA amplification were 30 cycles at 95°C
for 15 seconds, 54°C for 20 seconds, and 72°C for 30 seconds. PCR
products (109 base pairs) were digested by using the enzyme
NlaIII, with the COMT Val allele cut into fragments of 86 base
pairs and 23 base pairs and the COMT Met allele cut into frag-
ments of 68 base pairs, 23 base pairs, and 18 base pairs. The 5-
HTTLPR promoter 44-bases insertion/deletion polymorphism
was genotyped as described by Heils et al. (19). The TPH IVS7+
218C>A genotypes were determined according to procedures de-
scribed by Nielsen et al. (22).

Statistical Analyses

Univariate comparisons of demographic and clinical data be-
tween groups were conducted with the independent sample t test
for continuous variables or the chi-square test for categorical
variables.

As is conventional in association studies, we present genotype
frequencies along with allele frequencies. Whatever the conven-
tion, it is important to note that there are strong reasons not to
use allele frequencies, particularly for biallelic markers (26). For
the case-control genetic comparisons, differences in genotype
and allele frequencies between affected (bipolar disorder, bipolar
disorder without panic disorder, and bipolar disorder with panic
disorder patients) and unaffected individuals were evaluated by
using the chi-square test or Fisher’s exact test, where appropriate.
Yates’s correction was applied in two-by-two tables. Since we
compared genotypic and allelic distributions of three indepen-
dent polymorphic markers between healthy comparison subjects
and three diagnostic groups of patients, a Bonferroni correction
was applied to correct for multiple testing (level of significance
was set to alpha<0.05/3=0.017). All statistical tests were per-
formed with the statistical package SPSS, version 10.0. Power to
detect association was estimated using nQUERY, version 1.0.

Results

Demographic and Clinical Data

The patients and the comparison subjects did not differ
in gender distribution. The patients were an average of
about 3 years older than the comparison subjects at the
time of the interview (mean age=33.8 years, SD=10.9, ver-
sus mean=30.9 years, SD=7.4) (t=2.3, df=236, p=0.02). As
shown in Table 1, the age at the time of the interview, age
at the onset of bipolar disorder, and gender distribution
were similar in the group with bipolar disorder without
panic disorder and the group with comorbid bipolar dis-
order and panic disorder. The percentage of subjects with
a family history of mood disorders did not differ between
the bipolar disorder groups with and without panic disor-
der. As expected, anxiety disorders were significantly more
frequent in the families of patients with comorbid bipolar
disorder and panic disorder than in the families of the bi-
polar disorder patients without panic disorder. The pa-
tients with comorbid bipolar disorder and panic disorder
had higher rates of all co-occurring axis I disorders and
suicidality but a lower rate of psychotic symptoms, com-
pared to the bipolar disorder patients without panic disor-
der, although all of these comparisons were nonsignifi-
cant.

COMT Val158Met polymorphism

Genotypes and allele frequencies for the COMT
Val158Met variant in the overall group of bipolar disorder
patients, in the bipolar disorder patients with and without
panic disorder, and in the comparison subjects are shown
in Table 2. Genotype frequencies in the patient groups and
the comparison group were in Hardy-Weinberg equilib-
rium. The frequency of the low-activity Met158 allele in
the comparison subjects (39%) was similar to the allele
frequency reported in other Caucasian populations (27–
29). However, the frequency of the Met158 allele (and cor-
responding genotypes) was higher for the bipolar disorder
patients (53%) than for the comparison subjects, even af-
ter Bonferroni correction (χ2=8.46, df=1, p=0.004), and this
effect was strongest for the bipolar disorder patients with-
out panic disorder (56%) (χ2=9.60, df=1, p=0.002). Forty
percent of the bipolar disorder patients without panic dis-
order were low-activity Met158/Met158 homozygotes,
compared to the expected frequency of about 16% in the
general population. Higher frequencies of the COMT
Met158/Met158 genotype and of the COMT Met158 allele
were observed in the patients with comorbid bipolar dis-
order and panic disorder (48%) than in the comparison
subjects, but the difference was not significant (χ2=1.99,
df=1, p=0.16).

5-HTTLPR Polymorphism

The 5-HTTLPR genotype and allele frequencies in the
overall group of bipolar disorder patients, the bipolar dis-
order patients with and without panic disorder, and the
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comparison subjects are reported in Table 2. The genotype
frequencies did not deviate significantly from the Hardy-
Weinberg equilibrium. The frequency of the short allele in
the comparison group (43%) was again similar to the allele
frequency reported in other Caucasian populations (11,
13, 30, 31). The overall group of bipolar disorder patients
had a higher frequency of the short allele (and associated
genotypes) (54%) than the comparison group (χ2=5.45, df=
1, p=0.02), and this effect was again stronger in the group
of bipolar disorder patients without panic disorder (58%)
(χ2=7.07, df=1, p=0.008). A higher frequency of the short
allele was detected in the group with bipolar disorder and
panic disorder (49%) than in the comparison group, but
the difference was not significant (χ2=0.82, df=1, p=0.36).

TPH IVS7+218C>A Polymorphism

The TPH IVS7+218C>A genotype and allele frequencies
in the overall group of bipolar disorder patients, the bipo-
lar disorder patients with and without panic disorder, and
the comparison subjects are reported in Table 2. The gen-
otype frequencies were in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium.
The IVS7+218A allele frequency in the comparison group

(48%) was higher than that reported in previous studies
with groups of French (37%) (14), English (39%) (32), Finn-
ish (43%) (22), and Swedish (43%) (22) comparison sub-
jects. The differences in allele and genotype frequencies
between the comparison group and the bipolar disorder
groups (overall bipolar disorder group and bipolar disor-
der groups with and without panic disorder) did not reach
significance.

Epistasis

We tested for interactions among COMT Val158Met, 5-
HTTLPR, and TPH IVS7+218C>A polymorphisms in a lo-
gistic regression model and found no evidence of epistatic
effects (data not shown).

Discussion

Using a case-control association strategy, we found evi-
dence that panic disorder is a marker of genetic heteroge-
neity in bipolar disorder, strengthening already significant
associations of functional COMT and serotonin trans-
porter polymorphisms with bipolar disorder. Our findings

TABLE 2. Frequency of Genotypes and Alleles for Catechol O-Methyltransferase Val158Met, Serotonin Transporter Gene-
Linked Polymorphic Region, and Tryptophan Hydroxylase IVS7+218C>A in Comparison Subjects With No Lifetime History of
Psychiatric Disorders and Patients With a Lifetime Diagnosis of Bipolar Disorder With or Without Comorbid Panic Disorder

Genotype Allele

Analysisa Analysisb

Polymorphism and Study Group N % N % N % χ2 (df=2) p N % N % χ2 (df=1) p
Catechol O-methyltransferase 

Val158Met Val/Val Val/Met Met/Met Val Met

Comparison subjects (N=127) 47 37 61 48 19 15 155 61 99 39
Patients with bipolar disorder

All patients (N=111) 30 27 45 41 36 32 10.39 0.005 105 47 117 53 8.46 0.004
Patients with comorbid panic 

disorder (N=49) 13 27 25 51 11 22 2.37 0.31 51 52 47 48 1.99 0.16
Patients without comorbid 

panic disorder (N=62) 17 27 20 32 25 40 15.06 0.0005 54 44 70 56 9.60 0.002

Serotonin transporter (5-HTT) 
gene-linked polymorphic 
region (5-HTTLPR)

Long/
long

Short/
long

Short/
short Long Short

Comparison subjects (N=127) 42 33 61 48 24 19 145 57 109 43
Patients with bipolar disorder 

All patients (N=111) 21 19 60 54 30 27 6.63 0.04 102 46 120 54 5.45 0.02
Patients with comorbid panic 

disorder (N=49) 11 22 28 57 10 20 1.95 0.38 50 51 48 49 0.82 0.36
Patients without comorbid 

panic disorder (N=62) 10 16 32 52 20 32 7.65 0.02 52 42 72 58 7.07 0.008

Tryptophan hydroxylase 
IVS7+218C>A CC AC AA C A

Comparison subjects (N=127) 28 22 77 61 22 17 133 52 121 48
Patients with bipolar disorder

All patients (N=111) 15 14 69 62 27 24 3.82 0.15 99 45 123 55 2.56 0.11
Patients with comorbid panic 

disorder (N=49) 9 18 30 61 10 20 0.41 0.81 48 49 50 51 0.20 0.65
Patients without comorbid 

panic disorder (N=62) 6 10 39 63 17 27 5.64 0.06 51 41 73 59 3.77 0.05
a For comparison of bipolar disorder patients with comparison subjects. Because multiple comparisons were made, the Bonferroni-corrected

significance level alpha was set to 0.017.
b For comparison of bipolar disorder patients with comparison subjects. Yates’s continuity correction was applied, and alpha was set to 0.017.
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indicate strong genotypic and allelic association of two in-
dependent variants of COMT and 5-HTT genes with bipo-
lar disorder in the absence of comorbid lifetime panic dis-
order. These associations remained statistically significant
even after Bonferroni correction. Associations of these
variants with comorbid bipolar disorder and panic disor-
der were more modest and did not withstand correction
for multiple comparisons. Although clinical variables
other than panic disorder (e.g., age at onset of bipolar dis-
order, diagnoses comorbid with bipolar disorder, suicidal-
ity, and presence of psychotic symptoms) could in theory
mediate an association between bipolar disorder and the
genes analyzed, we decided not to analyze the relation-
ship of these clinical characteristics and the genotype and
allele distributions to avoid inflation of type I error. In
agreement with recent family data (6, 7), we also found
that anxiety disorders were significantly more prevalent in
families of subjects with comorbid bipolar disorder and
panic disorder than in those of subjects with bipolar disor-
der without panic disorder. This finding should be consid-
ered with caution, as the family information was collected
from probands only (33). However, it is consistent with a
difference in familial vulnerability between these two bi-
polar disorder phenotypes.

To our knowledge, this is the first use of panic disorder
as a grouping variable in a case-control association study
of bipolar disorder. Taken together, our findings provide
further support for the genetic epidemiologic (6, 7) and
linkage (8) evidence suggesting that comorbid panic dis-
order is a marker for a distinct genetic subtype of bipolar
disorder. Epidemiological and clinical findings also raise
suspicion that the comorbidity between the two disorders
is the manifestation of a specific phenotype. Epidemiolog-
ical studies suggest that comorbidity rates between bipo-
lar disorder and panic disorder were higher than could be
expected by chance alone. In the Epidemiologic Catch-
ment Area study in the United States, the lifetime preva-
lence of panic disorder among subjects with bipolar disor-
der was 20.8%, 26 times higher than in subjects without
any other axis I disorder (0.8%) and 2.1 times higher than
in individuals with unipolar depression (10.0%) (34). In
agreement with these findings, the National Comorbidity
Survey, a general population survey of DSM-III-R disor-
ders in the United States, reported that 33.1% of subjects
with bipolar disorder had comorbid panic disorder (35)
and were at greater risk for panic disorder than subjects
with unipolar depression (36). The lifetime prevalence of
panic disorder among bipolar disorder subjects in clinical
study groups is even higher, as high as 62.5% (37–40). Clin-
ically, it has been suggested that panic disorder and high
anxiety levels in the context of bipolar disorder predict
greater severity, poorer prognosis, and resistance to phar-
macological treatments (38, 41, 42).

On the basis of the significant results reported here, bi-
polar disorder without panic disorder may represent a
more homogeneous form of the illness, genetically dis-

tinct from bipolar disorder with panic disorder and more
strongly related to the function of COMT Val158Met and 5-
HTTLPR. These variants may influence specific clinical
features of bipolar disorder independent of those affecting
liability (43). Therefore, the association of both of these
polymorphisms with a genetic subtype of bipolar disorder,
such as bipolar disorder without panic disorder, may be
better understood as a relationship of alleles to a modify-
ing trait for various psychiatric diseases, rather than a one-
to-one causative relationship between functional alleles
and a particular psychiatric disease (43).

The success of the clinical subgrouping in this study
may partly explain the inconsistent results for the associa-
tion of COMT and 5-HTT variants with the broadly de-
fined bipolar disorder phenotype, since it is likely that the
frequency of panic disorder differs in different groups of
bipolar disorder patients. Thus far, several studies of the
COMT Val158Met polymorphism in bipolar disorder have
had negative findings (27–29, 44, 45), although a positive
association was found between the low-activity Met158 al-
lele and bipolar disorder in a Han Chinese population (9)
and in a group of rapid cycling bipolar disorder patients
(10). The COMT gene falls within the region of chromo-
some 22q11, which has been indicated among possible
susceptibility loci for bipolar disorder in linkage studies
(17, 18). On the basis of the earlier family (6, 7) and linkage
(8) findings and the current results, we suggest that strati-
fication of chromosome 22 linkage data by familial comor-
bid panic disorder could be useful for increasing the reso-
lution of linkage analysis. As for 5-HTTLPR, a number of
studies failed to find a role for this polymorphism in bipo-
lar disorder (13, 30, 31, 46–48), although two independent
investigations (11, 12) and a meta-analysis (13) found
weak evidence for a genetic association between the 5-
HTTLPR low-activity allele and bipolar disorder. Finally, it
is also possible that the association between the TPH
IVS7+218C>A variant and bipolar disorder reported by
Bellivier and coworkers (14), while not replicated else-
where (32, 48–50), could be strengthened and eventually
validated with the aid of clinical subgrouping.

The strength of our conclusions may be mitigated by
several methodological limitations. Although the size of
the study group was fairly large in comparison to those in
many association studies in neuropsychiatry, statistical
power to detect potentially important effects may have
been limited. For example, for a susceptibility allele
present in comparison subjects with a frequency of 0.4, we
could detect genotypic relative risks of approximately 2.7
under a dominant model and 2.8 under a recessive model
with 80% power (assuming two-tailed alpha=0.05) for the
critical comparisons between the group with comorbid bi-
polar disorder and panic disorder and the comparison
group or between the bipolar disorder patients without
panic disorder and the comparison group. Therefore, fur-
ther studies with larger study groups are needed to draw
definitive conclusions.
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A possible limitation in case-control association studies
is the risk of spurious associations as a result of population
admixture (51). However, this objection is less likely in the
present study, as our study group was composed of sub-
jects of Italian descent for generations and because the
Italian population is relatively homogeneous (52). We also
note that the COMT and HTTLPR allele frequencies ob-
served in the Italian comparison subjects are similar to the
allele frequencies found in diverse Caucasian populations.

Despite these limitations, our report provides addi-
tional evidence for a role for two loci in bipolar disorder
and for the existence of subgroups of bipolar disorder in-
dexed by comorbidity with panic disorder. Future research
involving larger study groups will be required to deter-
mine whether a clinical subtype of bipolar disorder exists
and, if so, whether it represents a more homogeneous
phenotype for genetic studies. To finally exclude cryptic
population stratification as the source of the observed as-
sociation, replication studies with a family-based design
and control loci to formally evaluate stratification may be
employed.
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